
崑崙纏手八卦 Kunlun Twining Hands Bagua Qigong 
  

In Kunlun Twining Hand Bagua we walk in a circle in order to gather the Qi from all eight directions which 
is Bagua (eight situation). When we walk, we cover clockwise and anti-clockwise which also connects with 
post natal and prenatal Qi and to stimulate our internal organs. Chinese Qigong discovered that each 
direction connects with an internal organ. This balances our Qi and gets rid of negative Qi. Other 
movements in the form connect particularly with the Liver, stimulating this area and releasing excess Liver 
Qi. This helps to make our liver soft and healthy. When we stand with our toes in and heels turned out in 
movement two, this shape represents the Chinese writing for the number eight (八). In movement 
eighteen, the Gua Palm develops Qi for transmission for healing ourselves. Below is a poem for this form.  
 

 口訣: 五行八卦深, 造詣在中心, 提供氣功素, 伸手打病氣.  
任督兩脈動, 必須到心中, 心中往上升, 升到五行中. 

 
Poem: Five Elements and Bagua principle are very profound - need to understand in the heart. That will 
bring up the level of Qigong training. Slapping with hands to eliminate the sick Qi. Smoothing Ren and Du 
Mai, then the Qi reaches to the middle Dantian, then continue to rise up, at the end high up to Five 
Elements (Sky high). 

 
 

1. 放鬆站立 Relaxed Stance 
2. 八字亮掌 Open the Palms in Eight Shape Step 
3. 陰陽撩掌 Yin Yang Spiral Palms (left palm over the right palm) 
4. 旋轉點髃 Spiral Hitting Jianyu Points 
5. 背瓜貫氣 Passing Qi to the Back with the Claw 
6. 轉身回氣 Recover Qi by Turning the Body 
7. 彈打二給 Slap Two Channels 
8. 雙手貫氣 Penetrate Qi with Both Hands 
9. 撩掌外旋 Spiral Palm Turns Outward (right palm over the left palm) 
10. 拔雲點霧 Separating the Clouds and Pointing at the Fog (3 times circle on left sword fingers) 
11. 迎風攬月 Hold the Moon to welcome the Wind 
12. 氣下三經 Pass Qi Down to Three Channels (circle 3 times) 
13. 三掌砍氣 Chop Qi with Palms Three Times 
14. 八字雲手 Cloud Hands in Eight Shape Stance 
15. 雙爪探地 Explore the Earth with Two Claws 
16. 捧氣三拍 Hold Qi and Three Slaps 
17. 雙手貫氣 Penetrate Qi with Both Hands  
18. 三步卦掌 Three Steps with Gua Palms 
19. 懷中抱月 Embrace the Moon at the Chest 
20. 變步旋轉左 Spiral and Changing Walk Left (8 steps counter-clockwise. First step is with left foot and 

eighth step the right foot crosses over the left.) 
21. 變步旋轉右 Spiral and Changing Right (7 Steps clockwise. Step with left foot first and in seventh step left 

foot crosses over right.) 
22. 變步旋轉左 Spiral and Changing Walk Left (7 Steps counter-clockwise. First step is with right foot and in 

seventh step right foot crosses over left.) 
23. 變步旋轉右 Spiral and Changing Walk Right (8 Step clockwise. First step is with left food and in the last 

step the right footsteps level with left foot.) 
24. 收功 Shou Gong 
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